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EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE AND TEMPERATURE ON THE
DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF AlMgSi0.5 ALLOY
DURING UPSETTING
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Abstract: The results and discusions of the experimental estimation of the deformation strengthening
phenomena at applying the single shaft released pressing of the cylindrical samples, in dependence on the
temperature and alloys upsetting rate of AlMgSi0.5 alloy are presented in this work. The tests are performed at
the temperature of 25 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, 100 °C, 15Q^C and 200 °C and the upsetting rate after reduction of 5, 50
and lOOmm/min using the electronic hydraulic press, type SCHENCK-Hidrauls PSB. The deformation interval
has been defined as the starting and closing point of the discontinuities of the tested temperatures and the
upsetting rate.
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INTRODUCTION
Dynamic strain aging is a reinforcement process of metals, occurring as a reaction result (effect)
among dissolved atoms and dislocations, and it is known as Portevin-Le Chatelier's effect. Dynamic
strain aging occurs at strain tension, pressure and torsion at determined temperature interval and
upsetting rate. After reaching certain extent point, critical strain extent point, discontinuities emerge,
noticed as picks on the curve read by x-y machine writer on force-congregation (shrinkage)
coordinates (F- Ah) [1-7]. According to Cotrell, discontinuities relaxation starts with the equalization
of the movement rate of dissolved atoms with the rates of dislocation movements. In this manner at
one moment the concentration of dissolved atoms around the dislocations increases so much, causing
their total blockage. In that case the number of active (mobile) dislocations suddenly will decrease the
reason for the increase in number of the rest of active dislocations The increment of dislocations is
followed by the strain (tension) increase, which will be registered by the machine writer as higher
force. But quickly the tension will be reached so the blocked dislocations are released and start to
move or new dislocations originate increasing the number of active dislocations. The numbers of
active dislocations increase rapidly so the tension (strain) is rapidly decreased, which is read by the
writer as curve slope. The process repeats causing discontinuity (curve picks). Whether the
discontinuities will appear depend on the temperature and upsetting rate and of alloy type, the quantity
of magnesium's dissolved atoms in the alloy.

EXPERIMENTAL
AlMgSi0.5 rod shaped, diameter9 0.5 mm has been taken to perform the test. Parts 16 mm long was
cut out the rod. In order to remove the internal strains and to provide equal starting structure the pieces
were glowed on 100°C for two hours. The final dimension of the cylindrical samples are 16x9.5mm
plain parallel ready for released forge pressing.
Strain (deformation) with released forge pressing was conducted with hydraulic press, type
SCHENCK-Hidrauls PSB in the laboratory testing for the physical properties in the company
Eurocompoziti -Prilep, which look is presented on the figure 1
The utilized alloys possess the physicochemical properties present in table 1.
The test is conducted at the temperature of 20°C, 50°C, 75 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C and 200 °C, three
upsetting rates of 5, 50,100 mm/min to maximum force of 130 000 N.
The tests indicate that the graphs drawn by the press on the graph force-height, reductions, and the
discontinuities has been noticed.
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Picture 1. Hydraulic press, type SCHFNCK-Hidrauls PCB

Table 1. Chemical and Mechanical properties of Al-Mg experimental material.
Alloy per
DIN1725

AlMgSi0.5
Si

0.3-0.6
Fe

0.35

Quality
Stretched

Cu
0.3

Chemical content of element.

Mn
0.5 0.4-0.7

Cr
0.3

Zn
0.2

Mechanical properties
RmN/mm2

:209
Rpo2N/mm2

191

5 , %

Ti
0.1

Pos.
0.5

A,o%
11

Total
0.15

Mn+Cr
n.d.

The test samples are placed on smooth foundation metallographic, polished, hardened plates specially
manufactured for this purpose. The surface during the test is not lubricated. The most essential for
working under such conditions is the samples should be plain parallel and the smooth front surface
well-manufactured and polished in order force to be equally transferred through the volume of the
sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objective of this paper is to explain the phenomenon of discontinuities during the pressing and
their disappearance at defined temperature and upsetting rate during the released pressing as well as
the appearance of the critical strained extent point.

The strained curves during the released forge pressing of AlMgSi0.5 are written by the x~y writer,
coordinates force-shrinkage (F- Ah) presented on the following pictures.

Figure 2 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=20°C and upsetting rate of 5, 50, 100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at three upsetting rates. The types are C, A+B.

Figure3 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=50°C and upsetting rate of 5, 50, 100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at three upsetting rates. The types are C, A+B.

Figure 4 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=75°C and upsetting rate of 5, 50, 100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at three upsetting rates. The types are C and A.
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Figure 5 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=100oC and upsetting rate of 5,50,100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at rate of 5,50 mm/min and disappear at the highest rate (100 mm/min. The type is C.

Flcm=6250N

Figure 2 T=20°C

Flcm=6250N

Figure 4 T=75UC
Ah lcm=0.625mm

Ah lcm=0.625mm

Figure 6 T=150°C

Ah lcm=0.625mm

Figure 3 T=50°C

Figure 5 T=100uC

Flcm=6250N

S^

Figure 7 T=200uC
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Figure 6 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=150°C and upsetting rate of 5,50,100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at rate of 5,50 mm/min and disappear at the highest rate 100 mm/min. The types are C, A+B.

Figure 7 presents the strain curves obtained during the released pressing of the tested alloy AlMgSi0.5
at T=200°C and upsetting rate of 5,50,100 mm/min. It has been noticed that the discontinuities emerge
at rate of 5,50 mm/min and disappear at the highest rate of 100 mm/min. The types are C and A+B.

Out of the test result it can be determined that Ec is a critical strain extent point as starting moment of
discontinuities and final deformation (Ek) when discontinuities end. Ec and Ek differ from each other
at different upsetting rate and temperature, and can be read from the curves. The estimated values Ec
and Ek are presented on the table 2. The values are determined for individual rates and temperatures.

Table 2 The determined
upset samples depending

T (°C)

. 20
' 50

75
100
150
200
20
50
75

V
(mm/min)

5
5
5
5
5
5

• 5 0

50
50

values of beginning (Ec) and ending
from temperature and upsetting rate.

Ec

17.8%
25.4%

37.89%
39.28%
35.59%
44.14%
23.83%
25.4%
30%

Ek

70.3%
71.52%
72.26%
69.53%
68.4%

69.53%
67.77%
67.2%
62.2%

T (°C)

100
150
200
20
50
75
100
150
200

JSk) of discontinuities appearance on

V
(mm/min)

50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100

Ec

35.15%
46.875%
48.82%
42.97%
45.6%
47.5%
/ don't/
/ don't/
/ don't/

Ek

66.4%
64.5%

68.35%
54.69%

52%
50.6%
/don't/
/ don't/
/ don't/

From the above table 2, it can be noticed exactly where discontinuities disappear and where exactly
they emerge at set temperatures and upsetting rate. The dependence of Ec and Ek from temperature, by
constant value of upsetting rate is present on figure 8.

AIMgSiO 5

80

175 200

Figure 8. The effect of temperature and appsetting rate on Ec and Ek for free pressed alloy AlMgSi0.5.

The obtained results demonstrate that along with Ec and Ek two more parameters Aα and Ae are used
to determine the characteristics of discontinuous relaxation; Ae deformation between two subsequent
discontinuities (one after another) and Ao - tension amplitude following the appearance of each
individual discontinuity. These two parameters determine the size of discontinuities. Data found in
literature about the effect of T, e and s , of Aα and Ae are mainly of A-shape discontinuities; for B and
C it is difficult to find data which is comprehensive taking into consideration the difficulties to
measure the values for this type of deformation.
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Some data can be found for the behavior of Aα and Ae for B and C-shape. According to Schade [8],
As of B relaxation increases linearly with the strain extent point and is not dependent on the upsetting
rate. Chernock [9] considers that C-shape creates maximum amplitude, which does not depend on
strain. Me McCormick's results [10] demonstrate that Ae of C-shape relaxation increase linearly along
with the deformation and Ac does not change during the deformation.

It is impossible to study Ae deformation between two subsequent discontinuities during the test
because the most frequently C and B-shape of relaxation are in question and because according to our
results obtained from the machines the reduction ratio is so small that it is impossible to notice clearly
and accurately how As is influenced by the strain extent point, temperature and rate.
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Figure 9. The influence of Ac of strain extent point, upsetting rate and temperatures, ALMgSi0.5 alloys.

According to our test results for AIMgSiO.5 alloy, AO"SA+B
 a n d AaSc increase with the drop of the

upsetting rate and the increase of strain extent point and temperature, but because there is no
distinctive single type of discontinuities at one rate usually They are of mixed types up to certain strain
extent point for set temperature, the reason why their appearance is incomplete; with other words the
effect of temperature at constant rate can not be entirely explained; see graphs for Aα with e%.
The increase of Aα with deformation can be explained taking into consideration the increase of
diffusion coefficient with deformation and temperature. Namely the flow of the strain curve and
diffusion coefficient increase because of the creation of new gaps so after the defined deformation
(critical strain extent point) the diffusion rate enables the dissolved atoms to congregate around the
dislocation creating the atmosphere which to a certain point blocks the dislocations. But dislocation
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can be easily released from the atmosphere and again to be active (mobile) because of the diluted
atmosphere. That is the reason why the tension change is small. With further increase of deformation
and gap concentration more of them will be located into the dislocation's core (nucleus), thus strongly
blocking it (saturated atmosphere). Dislocation tends to separate from the atmosphere and to activate
the above higher tension is required; Ao increase alongside with the increase of the strain extent point.

SUMMARY
The most tests of dynamic strain aging and the phenomenon of the strain aging were examined on the
base of stretching (extensibility), but it is less or rarely examined at pressing. The summary from the
experimental tests of discontinuous relaxation of AlMgSi0.5 alloy will be as follows:
• Within the frame of tested temperature intervals for the alloy during the released pressing there is

no total disappearance of discontinuities; the discontinuities occur even at the highest temperature
and the lowest rate.

• Discontinuities disappear at the highest rate after T=75°C. This phenomenon can be explained by
the fact that at higher rates the strain dislocations move with higher speed; dissolved atoms can not

" _ congregate and avoid dislocations; which means discontinuities do not appear at higher rate and
lower temperature.

• The tests reveal that discontinuities disappearance requires very high temperature during the
pressing processes.

• According to the graphs discontinuities appear at certain strain extent point they are not present till
the end of the process, but they disappear at a certain strain extent point even at every temperature
and upsetting rate.

• When and at which strain extent point they emerge and disappear depends on the temperature and
upsetting rate, The graphs present that at higher temperature the strain extent point where
discontinuities disappear is smaller and strain extent point, critical strain extent point remains the
same; while at increased deformation rate the strain extent point or starting point of discontinuity
increase , but the strain extent point where the discontinuous disappear is decreased, fact easily
noticed on the graphs.

• Aα increases when upsetting rate drops with the strain extent rate increased and temperature
increase (for C-type) or with heat drop (for A+B Type).
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